Software Development Intern – Cisco Israel
Cisco is the worldwide leader in networking technologies that transforms how people live, work, play and learn with a very rich portfolio of products and services, around three major architectures: borderless networking, collaboration and data center virtualization. It's an exciting time to work at Cisco. Every day we connect people to the network and make it come to life. Whether it's using e-learning to educate students far from city centers or downloading the entire Library of Congress in seconds, our networking technology has not only revolutionized the way people do things, but who they are.

Our Opportunity
Europe (Israel) – Software Development Intern
Be a part of an innovative team working on the development of web based highly scalable and distributed monitoring application. Develop world class management software for Service Provider Networks and Data Centers, and meet a rich technological world. Experience Java based development using cutting edge technologies like Big Data, grid computing, Spring and more.

Eligibility Requirements
* Students in the areas of Computer Science, Software Engineering, Information Technology, Telecommunications,
* Applicants must currently be enrolled in a relevant technology undergraduate or postgraduate program, with 1 years of studies remaining
* Be self-motivated with a strong desire to learn, innovate and lead.
* Good communication skills, both written and oral, Excellent English.
* Have a passion for leading and participating in edge technologies development.
* Java or C++ skills
* Experience with Linux – a plus

Optional skills and advantage:
• Good knowledge of the networking world – Graduate of Communication class
• Knowledge of networking tools
• Knowledge of various Linux tools
• Knowledge or experience in IT – various kinds of servers, networking applications, operating systems etc.
• Knowledge of routing and other L2-4 technologies – hands on experience is a plus.
• Web experience – authoring/hosting/programming
• Demonstrated excellence in past projects/work

Please apply through the following link:
https://www.cisco.apply2jobs.com/HVExt/index.cfm?fuseaction=mHvexternal.showPositionDetails&pid=374433&lid=84
We look forward to hearing from you.